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Dear Colleagues,

   Dmitri Kozlov is a member of the Russian Academy of Archi-
tecture. He is also member of ESMA. At the end of January he wrote: “I 
continue to search for possibilities to build a Math-Park in Russia. I have 
already found some people in Moscow who share this vision and wish to 
support it.”

 New readers may wonder what Math Park Dmitri is refering to. The 
main goal of the project , as defined by ARPAM, is to raise individual, cul-
tural and educational awareness through art and architecture.

 Think of a large, lush park where you can wander freely as the veg-
etation and trees nearby protect you from the hot sun. Suddenly, you find 
yourself in front of a small, beautiful building the size of a house. It is called 
a folly in architectural terms. There are ten such follies in the ARPAM park 
project, ten being an important Pythagorean number. Another building - 
called the Bourbaki amphitheatre - is to be used for administration, confer-
ences, exhibits and performances.

 Each folly illustrates a specific mathematical problem and outlines 
elements of a particular chapter of the mathematical sciences. These follies 
are scattered between the trees, so that when you leave one folly, you can 
re-enter the quiet peaceful environment of the outdoors and give your mind 
time to rest and assimilate what you have just seen. Further down, maybe 
walking a winding path, maybe climbing a gentle hill, as the exercise may 
give new life to your body and mind, you arrive into another small clearing 
where another unexpected folly appears, quite different from the previous 
one. Your eyes and your mind are stricken by the novelty of the architec-
ture, you are attracted by the shape, the decoration, the content and the 
meaning of the folly.

 When you considert a museum tour, you often associate it with 
images of a huge building, packed with people, you being pushed and 
dragged from a room to another one, listening more or less to the guide or 
barely understanding him. In the ARPAM parc, you will enjoy being out of 
the crowd. The park is both an organic and a cultural museum. The setting 
is made of beautiful small follies, detached from each other, having each 
its own unique personality and decoration. You are free to go along as you 
please, visit this one or that one, stop and sit on a bench in the refreshing 
outdoors, if you wish to do so. 
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 In each folly, artists can show selected works inspired by 
the specific mathematical problem from which the folly has been 
inspired. Students of higher mathematics, people involved in the 
conceptual and technical process that has been used to create the work 
might study it carefully from different angles. The general public, young 
and adult, will come to appreciate the wealth of the mathematical uni-
verse, the fascinating capabilities of the mind to create so many different 
and unusual works of art, and share the deep pleasure of contemplatio, 
being in contact with beauty in its many forms.

 Math & Art exhibitions have been partly conceived as an experimen-
tal preliminary to the realization of the park. Fifteen of them have been 
organized by ARPAM up till now. I have heard and I have been told by 
more than a few that they regretted to have abandonned the mathemat-
ics world or they missed not having entered that world. The fact that such 
events are spreading all over the world, give a strong support  to expand 
further the concept of a mathematical park into practical realization.

  Indeed, it may seem to some an archaic concept originated long 
time ago by a panel of first class mathematicians. But as there is more 
than one type of museum in the world, mathematical parks could and 
should prosper everywhere, reflecting the originality and diversity of its 
hosts and humanity at large.

 Claude Bruter

P.S. The Society always appreciate your donation or early payment of your 2011 
membership dues: (BIC or SWIFT : CEPAFRPP751, IBAN: FR76/1751/5006/
0008/0001/8634/606). ESMA, c/o IHP, 11, rue Pierre et Marie Curie, 75005 Paris 
Cedex 5.

MARCH 3 - MARCH 16, 2011. Francesco Mai Italian Cultural Institute,  
Bogotá - Colombia

MARCH 17, 2011. The Numbers in Numeric Art - (PART II). Lec-
ture by Jean Constant. Nathalie Bruno’s Gallery. Montreux CH. More 
information: Hermay CSV
 
THROUGH APRIL 3, 2011. Investigation Destination: Science and Math 
in Art Dayton Art Institute. Dayton OH.

MAY 20-21,  2011. MATHEMATICAL ART IN GHENT. BE. Meeting for 
academics, artists, teachers, students, recreational mathematicians or 
artists and everyone having an artistic mathematical idea.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

http://hermay.org/jconstant
mailto:2011%40nanoart21.org%20?subject=NanoArt%202011


- Jean Constant. “The numbers in Numeric Art”. Background presen-
tation for a lecture on computer generated mathematical art. (Resource, 
Mathematics and Art, media)

- Jos Leys. - Mathematical Imagery. L’art de Francesco Mai. CNRS-FR

Waves by Erik Demaine and Martin Demaine, Professor of Electrical Engi-
neering and Computer Science. Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Mathematical Origami sculptures

RESOURCE CENTER

June 7 - July 23, 2011. “Mathematics and Art” ESMA exhibition. 
Maison des Arts. Aime. FR

June 1 - September 4, 2011. “Mathematics and Art”. Palais de la 
Decouverte. Paris. FR. ESMA exhibition, in collaboration with IRCAM

February 1 - February 17, 2011. “Mathematics and Art”. Mairie du 
Ve (Salle Capitant), Paris. FR

On-Going 

- IMAGINARY exhibitions in Spain (2011 and 2012) Organized and coordi-
nated by the Royal Spanish Society of Mathematics (RSME).
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Posted this month on the ESMA website, resource center page. For suggestion, recommendation, comment on 

new posts: info@mathart.eu
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Print me a Stradivarius

F irst you call up a blueprint on your computer screen and tinker with its 
shape and color where necessary. Then you press print. A machine nearby 

whirrs into life and builds up the object gradually, either by depositing material 
from a nozzle, or by selectively solidifying a thin layer of plastic or metal 
dust using tiny drops of glue or a tightly focused beam. Products are thus 
built up by progressively adding material, one layer at a time: hence the 
technology’s other name, additive manufacturing. Eventually the object in 
question pops out. At the moment the process is possible only with certain 
materials (plastics, resins and metals) and with a precision of around a 
tenth of a millimeter. 

The first step in all 3-D printing processes is for software to take cross-
sections through the part to be created and calculate how each layer needs 
to be constructed. Different machines then take different approaches. Most 
processes can trace their roots back to the earliest form of 3-D printing: 
stereolithography. It was pioneered by 3D Systems, based in South Carolina, 
which made the first commercially available stereolithography machine in 
1986.

The 3-D printers currently available use a variety of technologies, each of which 
is suited to different applications. They range in price from under $10,000 
to more than $1m for a high-end device capable of making sophisticated 
production parts. Depending on the size of the object, the material it is 
made from and the level of detail required, the printing process takes around 
an hour for a relatively small, simple object that would fit into the palm of 
your hand, and up to a day for a bigger, more sophisticated part. The latest 
machines can produce objects to an accuracy of slightly less than 0.1mm.

Shapeways, a firm based in the Netherlands, lets users upload designs, choose 
a construction material and get a production quote. It then turns the design 
into an object with a 3-D printer and ships it to the customer. 3D Systems 
recently set up a joint venture called MQast, which is an online provider of 
aluminium and stainless-steel parts produced using its machines. And iKix, 
based in Chennai, India, has equipped itself with Z Corporation machines 
and set up a chain of online service-bureaus to produce architectural models, 
for delivery anywhere on earth. The RepRap project, an open-source group 
based at the University of Bath in England, has produced designs for a 3-D 
printer which can be built for around $700, including royalty-free designs 
that can be fed into the machine to produce the plastic parts needed to 
create another RepRap machine.  (Courtesy - The Economist,  2009-11)
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